I. INTRODUCTION
with a finite (discrete) time horizon t 1 ... T, a (multiThe deregulation of energy markets has lead to an increased variate) stochastic input process 41, .., fT, given vectors bt, number of uncertainty factors and higher financial risk for ht, matrices At (possibly depending on the stochastics), and electric utilities. Classical (stochastic and, deterministic) opti-Euclidian subsets Xt. The xt-vectors are referred to as the demization models for power production and trading are focused cisions, and the conditions xt C Xt and Et= At,T(t)Xt-T on (expected) profit maximization; see, e.g., [1] , [2] . Risk ht( t) are the constraints. Note that Xt may depend on the management is usually considered as a separate task. For-stochastic input process, but only on the components prior to mally, stochastic programming (optimization) models provide time t (non-anticipativity). The Zt variables represent the (acthe possibility of considering financial risk directly, e.g., by cumulated) revenues until time t and depend on the stochastics probabilistic constraints or by incorporating risk measures. in the same manner as well as on the decisions. Finally, a Carrying out profit maximization and risk aversion simultane-(mean-risk) functional IF is required that maps the stochastic ously promises additional overall efficiency for power utilities; process of revenues into the real numbers. see, e.g., [3] , [4] , [5] . However, most of such risk aversion
The multistage stochastic optimization model presented in strategies in stochastic programming make the resulting prob-this paper is tailored to the requirements of a typical Germnan lems harder to solve, thus, only smaller sized, problems can municipal power utility, which has to serve an electricity be handled. In this paper we demonstrate a possibility of risk demand and a heat demand of customers in a city and its aversion by incorporating special risk functionals, so-called vicinity, cf. Fig. 1 . The power utility owns a combined heat polyhedral risk measures [6] , into the objectives of stochastic and power (CHP) production facility that can serve the heat programs. In this case, the increase of complexity is moderate. demand completely and, the electricity demand partly. Further
The case study presented here is rather large-scale, it employs electricity can be obtained by purchasing volumes for each the framework of multistage stochastic programming; cf. [7] . hour at the (day-ahead) spot market of the European Energy
Multistage stochastic programs represent the situation when Exchange (EEX), and by signing a supply contract for a a decision maker has to make (optimal) decisions at several medium term horizon with a larger power producer. The time stages, in each case based on observations of the past latter possibility is suspected to be expensive, but relying on and on statistical information about the futures. An abstract the spot market only is known to be extremely risky. yielding a scenario tree. 0  1000  2000  3000  4000  5000  6000  7000  8000  9000  0  1000  2000  3000  4000  5000  6000  7000  8000  9000 2e+06 fairly low cash values at the end or in the meantime, respectively. Of course, the collection of revenue curves in each figure has the same structure as the input scenario tree since the z variables are defined on this tree structure. respectively. Because we allow for future trading only on For the CHP facility we impose a gradient restriction for trading days at noon, zjj m = zfPXm 0 O if t(n) does not the production of electricity, the heat demand satisfaction correspond to such point in time. If t(n) does correspond to constraint, and that, for alUl time-steps, the two-dimensionalL 12 am on a trading day, i,e., if there is a corresponding node vector 4P lies within some given bounded poly:hedroln in~2, d(n) e Nfut then cf. -( Zfb,m -_ Ifbm '\ =Cf,imar fFor the contract volumes we have that xC=0if no contract ZtT,) . Hence, the objective can be written as the expected terminal wealth, the shape of the cash values mm . pzti, .., Z,) -(-) .~(3) over all time-steps seems to be the most relevant ou.tput ' 1l~~~~~~~nformation. For the case that no contract iLS consildered, the with some weightinlg parameter [y0, 11. The minimizationl effect of d.ifferenlt risk measures canl be observed very well, is over all the x variables fro:m section IV-C with respect to the cf. Fig. 7-10 . Fig. 7 and 8 result fro:m si:mulations using colnstraints from section IV-D. For the simulLations, we used the reference parameter. ObviouslLy, optimrizilng without a risk =0.9 and for t1, ..., tT' we took the end of each week within measure causes high spread for the distribution of the overall the optimization horizon, i.e., T' =52 and tj j .7 24. revenu.e ZT. The incorporation of the (one-period) CVa:R Iof Mathematics, ETH Zurich7Switzerland'" Preprint72004. the ju.mps inl the cu.rves and is explicitely shownl in Fig. 1 1 and [12 The modelL could be adapted. and improved in lnumerous in thealr and solution methods for mzixed-integer stochastic programmring di;rections, e.g. by allowing for price-d.epend.ent spot market problems. He is actively working oln several applicationls especially iln the bids or by introducing integer variables into the CHE3P produc-electric power industry. H3e is co-editor ofthe Stochastic Piogiammini7g E-P; tntt tion faclity model. Moreover, another goal iS to enlarge the Sre ht:/w .pp.r) :~~~~~~~~E-Mail: romiachttmath hu-henlin .de number of scenarios in order to approximate the uncertainty Web: http://www,mrath,hu-hen1in,de/~romriach/ more accu.rately. Therefore, one wou.ld need more efficient
